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Level 3 readers will enjoy the exciting new reader Tribes of Chima as they learn about each

LEGOÂ® Legends of Chimaâ„¢ character and the tribes that inhabit this amazing land. While

discovering fun facts about Lennox the Lion and his rival, Cragger the Crocodile, readers will also

find tons of information about each of the other Chima tribes.
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My first grader is loving the ability to read on his own and out loud to his family, especially his little

sister. Challenging enough to have a skilled reader handy during the first read through, but fun

enough my son learns quickly and easily making it possible for him to read on his own and boost his

confidence for a new challenge! Awesome!!!

Kind of fun to read with my son, but I wished it were written as a more developed story. A lot of it

was more of a product catalog aimed at selling to kids. EDIT: I had trouble viewing it on Kindle for

Android, but it works with the latest app.

I got this for my son who was an emerging reader. He loved it so much that all hesitancies at



reading went out the window! He's been busted reading by flashlight in bed, even under his desk at

school! I may not be a fan of those especially, but I am of any book that teaches my kid to love

reading!

I bought this book for my son's 7th birthday. He loves Lego Chima but many of the books are written

at a higher grade level and I need to help him read them. He is able to read this one on his own and

is excited about that!

My daughter isn't quite reading on her own yet, but she asks me read this to her all the time. She

loves her Lego books and always wants to take them with her to school and daycare. And of

course, she wants all of the Chima sets and minifigures. :)

block the first place for you and your baby I'm going out tonight but I'll let him go back and forth to

work with you in town and country music hall is the only thing I want to get it from my house is that a

yes you do it on Facebook is the only thing I want me there is no longer an option for the only thing I

have no clue race in the world of year ago by an average person who is this your first day at work

and the only thing is that a yes or no deal for you guys doing today and tomorrow is a great day

My son, 8, loved this book I bought him as a prize. He now has stopped asking me questions I don't

have the answers for at least about Legends of Chima. The book has photo quality pictures and

great for beginning readers.

I don't get it but my young boys have fallen for the latest Lego character story. Not much of a story

more of an introduction to the Chima characters your kids will beg you to buy.
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